Complete the sentences with an appropriate possessive adjective

1. Mr Grant is alone today. Where is .......... wife
   - his

2. My friend Irene is in Scotland with .......... husband.

3. Paul and Lara are at school: that is .......... car outside

4. Is this .......... motorbike, Francesco?

Soluzioni:
(1) his (2) her (3) their (4) your
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Insert the correct possessive adjectives and pronouns

**es** This is ....... bag, and that is ........., too.

my - mine

2 What a nice car that one! Is that car ........., John?

3 Is this pen ..........., Judy? No, it’s not ...........

4 Are these ........... children, MRS Thomson? Only these two are ........: the boy is MR Robson’s.

5 Jim, Liz! Is that ........... dog in my garden? No, it’s not ........... dog. ......... is in the kitchen.

6 Paul and July are here. That's ........... car. Are you sure that car is ...........?

7 George doesn’t like my friends and I don’t like ............

8 Are those Jane’s magazines? No, ............. magazines are over there, on that desk.

9 My sister’s got a bike. You can use ............ if you haven’t got one.

10 ............. computer doesn’t work. Ask Mandy if we can use ............

Soluzioni:

(1) my - mine (2) Yours (3) Yours - mine (4) Your - mine (5) Your - our - ours (6) Their - theirs (7) His (8) Her (9) Hers (10) Our - hers
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Replace the subjects in the brackets by a possessive adjectives

es (I) parents are from London.

2 (You) house is very big! ....

3 Have you bought it with (you) own money?

4 (They) children are at school now.

5 (He) company makes accessories for smartphones.

6 We are going to visit Mary and (she) cousins next week.

7 They told me that (I) father is retiring next year.

8 (We) dog can jump very high.

9 Take (I) money and go buying something

10 She lives in Texas with (she) family.

Soluzioni:

(1) My (2) Your (3) your (4) Their (5) His (6) her (7) my (8) Our (9) my (10) her
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Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined part with the correct pronoun.

1. That t-shirt is my t-shirt.
   mine

2. This dog is Jack’s.

3. Is this my dictionary or your dictionary?

4. Are those shoes Mary’s ones?

5. This car is a present for Jack and Karen.

6. The white jeans are my mother’s jeans.

7. Their exam and our one were the same.

8. His present is better than my present.

9. This computer is his computer.

10. Our collection is more precious than their collection.

Soluzioni:
(1) mine (2) his (3) yours (4) hers (5) theirs (6) hers (7) ours (8) mine (9) his (10) theirs
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Complete the sentences using one of the choices in the brackets.

**es** John is coming to school on his own, *he/his* sister is staying at home.

**2** Did *your/yours* father call?

**3** Would you like to meet Jane? She is a great friend of *my/mine*.

**4** My skirt is red, *her/hers* skirt isn’t.

**5** My skirt is red, *her/hers isn’t*.

**6** I don’t know *their/theirs* sister, ....

**7** .... while they know *my/mine* very well.

**8** We gave them *ours/our* telephone number, ...

**9** ... and they gave us *their/theirs* one.

**10** Her house is much better than *our/ours*

Soluzioni:

(1) his  (2) your  (3) mine  (4) her  (5) hers  (6) their  (7) mine  (8) our  (9) their  (10) ours
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The possessive pronouns / possessive adjectives always stand before the substantive.

The possessive pronouns / possessive adjectives stand alone without a substantive following it.

Whose dvd is this, he/his or ....

.... hers/her?

I don’t know, let’s ask Mary if she has left any of hers/her dvds here. Ok… Let’s go out, it’s too late! -

Oh, I was just forgetting the keys! Whose keys are these, my/mine ....

...or your/yours?

These are mine/my keys, ....

yours/your are on the bed

Soluzioni:

(1) possessive adjectives (2) possessive pronouns (3) his (4) hers (5) her (6) mine (7) yours (8) my (9) yours